Gravity control power

Your browser or your browser's settings are not supported. To get the best experience
possible, please download a compatible browser. If you know your browser is up to date, you
should check to ensure that javascript is enabled. If you could control gravity or inertial forces,
you would have a propulsion breakthrough thrusting without rockets , a means to create
synthetic gravity environments for space crews, a means to create zero-gravity environment on
Earth - hey that could be fun - and a whole host of other things. Like " Warp Drives ", this
subject is also at the level of speculation, with some facets edging into the realm of science.
The better news is that there is no science that says that gravity control is impossible. First, we
do know that gravity and electromagnetism are linked phenomena. We are quite adept at
controlling electromagnetic phenomena, so one can presume that such a connection might
eventually lead to using our control of electromagnetism to control gravity. Another way is
through new theories from quantum mechanics that link gravity and inertia to something called
" vacuum fluctuations. Historically, gravity has been studied in the general sense, but not very
much from the point of view of seeking propulsion breakthroughs. Back to "Warp Drive, When?
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Search Glenn. Text Size. The power to manipulate gravity. Variation of Fundamental Forces
Manipulation. Opposite to Anti-Gravity Manipulation. User can create, shape, and manipulate
gravity , a natural phenomenon by which all matter is brought together, toward one another. If
they exist, the user may be able to manipulate gravitons , hypothetical elementary particles that
mediate the force of gravitation. More advanced users of this power might be able to induce
zero gravity, manipulate black holes or even be able to exert power over anti-gravity. See Also
Gravity Master. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Tsunayoshi Sawada Katekyo Hitman Reborn! Dante Zogratis Black Clover is a Devil-Possessed
Mage with the ability to cast gravity-related spells and manipulate gravity using his Devil's
magic attribute, Gravity Magic. Chuya Nakahara Bungo Stray Dogs can manipulate the gravity of
himself and anything he touches In his awakened form, his control of gravity is greatly
enhanced, allowing him to generate and manipulate nearby gravitons and even create miniature
black holes. Victor Powered Buso Renkin using his Fatal Attraction to manipulate the gravity
field around him, crushing his adversaries. Hatsuya Kaitabi A Certain Scientific Railgun can
accelerate gravitons to change aluminum objects into explosive devices through extreme
compression and a subsequent release of energy. Michael Alive: The Final Evolution can
manipulate gravity, inflicting pressure damage and lifting heavy objects, as well as causing the
air in the body to expand and rupturing lungs. Maro Black Cat can a high-gravitational field that
shields him from bullets, enhancing his fists, crushing the area, or forming his Gravity Bomb.
Eshi D. Gray-Man forming chains out of dark matter, which allows him to manipulate the gravity
field around anything the chains are bound to. It is strong enough to lock off a time-reversing
ability. Hearts Super Dragon Ball Heroes controls gravity to great effect Bluenote Stinger Fairy
Tail is able to use Gravity Magic for an assortment of offensive purposes such as increasing the
pressure around him bringing down the rain and his opponentsâ€¦. Joker Flame of Recca using
his Taishaku Kaiten to create a gravity field, either increasing or decreasing the force on the
specific area. Enma Kozato Katekyo Hitman Reborn! There is basically a 5-seconds interval
between usageâ€¦. It has the same 5-seconds interval as its counterpart, Shinra Tenseiâ€¦.
Madara Uchiha Naruto controls gravity with his Rinnegan , which allows him the divine-level
feat of dragging meteors from space to inflict catastrophic damage. Dusclops Pokemon
Adventures forming a void of darkness, which generates powerful gravitational forces to suck
everything into its empty body. Brago and Sherry's Zatch Bell! Marshall D. Chinmei can also
form gravity into arc-shaped blades to cut through his targets. The Great Spirit Shaman King
controlling the gravity that was leftover from its Supernova attack, condensing it into a
singularity to form a black hole, which sucks in everything with no chance of return. Libra Fairy
Tail can alter either her target's gravity or her own. Omniverse Kevin Ben Omniverse possesses
Gravattack's gravikinesis. Gravitina Buzz Lightyear the self-proclaimed Mistress of Gravity.
Reach DC Comics is a metahuman that can control gravity. Greta Gravity Spinnerette lives up to
her name. With his cybernetic implants, Clover King of J. Ultron Marvel Cinematic Universe
possesses the Chitauri's anti-gravity technology, which he can use to generate and manipulate
gravitational fields to simulate telekinesis. From Janet Petty, DeVoe can manipulate gravity and
increasing a target's weight without direct contact. Experion Mighty Med is a alien superhero
who has the ability to manipulate gravity and magnetic fields. The Gravity Bomb Bomberman
The Second Attack generates a powerful torrent of gravity that devours and destroys
everything. It derives from Bulzeeb's gravity manipulating powers. BHB's Gravity Generator
Bomberman The Second Attack generates dark matter by controlling gravity, which slowly
causes massive devastation on the galaxy. Kat Gravity Rush using gravity to levitate herself
and the people within her range. She can also use it to make leaps and levitation. Gu Xinyue

Magic to Win generating gravity to keep himself from getting sucked into the black hole. Mega
Man X Mega Man X3 creating a Gravity Well , a sphere that exudes a powerful gravitational field
to suppress and crush the enemies. Ryu Hayabusa Ninja Gaiden manipulating gravity to use the
Art of the Piercing Void , forming a defense-piercing black hole. Gravitar Champions Online is a
powerful user of this ability. Orbit Valkyrie Crusade has absolute control over gravity.
Gravitation Potion Terraria can make the gravity upside down, look at the background!
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. This list
encompasses fictional characters with the paranormal or superhuman ability to generate and
manipulate gravitational fields. For this list Media refers to where the character was first created
for. It also includes media where the character later saw substantial use. These are in
publication order. Publishers are the companies that actually published or produced the
primary works featuring the character. This is used for characters from Western style sources.
For characters from anime or manga the Series the character is associated with is given
instead. In the cases of a series, the overall series is listed instead of the various sub-series.
This information is also listed in publication order. Source is a brief definition of the character's
power, such as "Inherent", "Mutant", "Magic", etc. A note field expanding on this can be
included under the character's listing. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. This is the second identity the character used, reflecting a change in her
powers in the original story lines. Supposedly his third stand, Stairway to Heaven, uses gravity
also to manipulate temporal relativity. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed. Universal Conquest
Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Albireo Imma. Malibu comics. One Piece. Black
Mass. DC Comics. Marvel Comics. Zatch Bell! Captain Britain. He has the ability to negate or
direct gravity, which permits him to fly. Black Clover. Jackie Chan Adventures. Houshin Engi.
Mega Man. Psychic Force. Haydn, Robert. The Law of Ueki. DC comics. Flame of Recca. Kallor,
Thom. Kilsten, Brad. Light Lass. Light Lass can reduce the gravitation attraction affecting an
object or an area. Black Cat. Power, Alex. Pucci, Enrico. Jojo's Bizarre Adventure. Pucci only
gains the power to manipulate gravity once his original stand, Whitesnake, fuses with the green
baby to form a new stand: C-Moon. Although in most renditions of the character she bears no
such ability, the alternate universe versions of Alyssa Searrs in the My-HiME and My-Otome
manga are able to control gravity with the assistance of their robotic familiar spirits. Sky
Dancers. Toa of Gravity. Tso Lan. Tug Mug. Worchester, Hiram. Wild Cards. Kingdom Hearts II.
Do you fancy superhero games? Welcome to our page that is dedicated to bringing you
everything about superhero video games. From the latest news to reviews on the best games,
you are sure to catch every detail here. City of Heroes game is an amazing multiplayer video
game that allows you to take up the role of the fledgling hero who has woken up to find that the
city, Paragon City, is under assault. All types of very bad people and monsters have invaded the
city and you have to go out with your team to fight, arrest, and defend your city. To begin, make
sure to select the right team to face the street gangs. In most cases, these gangs cannot be
fought alone. Therefore, you select your most preferred character and partner players to serve
in your team. Also, select the preferred powers before hitting the streets. The thing that makes
City of Heroes really impressive is because gameplay is tied to a story. When fighting the bad
people, new situations unfold to help you discover more clues. The game interface is also very
impressive. It is simple, clean and streamlined. This coupled with impressive graphics makes
the game of city of heroes irresistible. One notable thing in the game of city of heroes is that
even if you are new, it is very easy to learn and play like a pro. This is because the game
provides a brief tutorial to players after selecting preferred characters. News in the superhero
niche has demonstrated that the unique design of the city of heroes has made it one of the best
videos compared to other PvP games. Well, try it today and you can rest assured of one thing;
coming back for more! The secret to defeating your enemies in the city of heroes game, as
demonstrated in games news, is mastering the art of gravity control. So what is gravity
controlled by? Gravity control is available as your primary powerset for dominators and
controllers. So here are some of the keys to controlling gravity. If you want to get extra thrill
from superhero games, you need to stay updated with the latest news. Here are some of the
best options that you should play. In addition to these top superhero video games, you can also
play their casino game slots versions in online casinos. Most legal online casinos have created
impressive slots games that you can play for similar or more thrill. The good thing about the
legal online casino slots games with superhero themes is that you can play them for free using
casino bonus and win real money. Start by checking the latest news for casino featuring
impressive bonuses. Simply register for a betting account in such a casino and ask for casino
bonuses. Then, go ahead and try the best slots games with the casino bonus and win real
money. As virtual reality becomes the biggest driving force in games such as superhero, you
might be wondering, what is the latest news? Here are some news highlights:. Crush Power: At

level one, crush power has the effect of ranged, foe immobilization and smashing. Gravity
distortion power: At level two, gravity distortion powers allow you to foe hold and moderately
smash the enemy. Dimension shift power. This anti-gravity energy at level 12 has the effect of
targeted AoE and Foe holding. Singularity: This power is available at level 32 and allows you to
summon singularity. Top List of Must-Play Superhero Online Video Games If you want to get
extra thrill from superhero games, you need to stay updated with the latest news. Fortnight:
This is an amazing survival co-op game with an impressive battle royale mode. It features
impressive swinging, combat customizations and platforming. It is the best way to feel like a
real spiderman. Batman: Arkham Asylum: This game is considered one of the best superhero
options of all time. You will like the combat-driven gameplay that gives you the opportunity to
fight opponents and explore. Viewtiful Joe: Although Joe might be seen as an old fashioned
superhero, this vide is carefully designed and you will be greatly impressed. From the graphics
to controllability, this game is a great alternative for other top options such as Spiderman.
Batman: Batman is an enthralling superhuman online video game that allows you to practice
different fighting techniques against opponents. Latest Augmented Reality Gaming News As
virtual reality becomes the biggest driving force in games such as superhero, you might be
wondering, what is the latest news? Org - All Rights Reserved. This power set allows you to
manipulate the forces of gravity to control your foes. Enemies have little defense against
Gravity powers. Gravity Control is a Controller and Dominator primary power set. The Gravity
Control powerset is available as a primary powerset for Controllers and Dominators. The
following table shows which powers are available and at what level:. Creates a localized
gravitational field strong enough to Immobilize a single target. Crush can also bring down flying
entities. This power deals Smashing damage over time and can Slow the movement of targets
that escape its grasp. Creates a large gravitational field strong enough to Immoblize multiple
foes. Crushing Field can also bring down flying entities. Slower and less damaging than Crush,
but can capture multiple targets. Crushing Field deals Smashing damage over time and can
Slow the movement of targets that escape its grasp. Your mastery of gravity allows you to
manipulate dimensions, bringing multiple foes out of sync with reality. Your foes become
completely intangible, and cannot affect or be affected by those in normal space. Causes a
single foe to be trapped in a misshapen gravity field, rendering him unable to take action.
Gravity Distortion deals Smashing damage to the target. Creates a large, intensely misshapen
Gravity Distorion Field that encompasses several foes, rendering them unable to take any
action. Negates the gravity around a single target. Lift violently sends an enemy straight into the
air, then slams him into the ground for Smashing damage. This power can bring flying foes to
the ground. You can open a gravitational rift and retrieve a heavy object, then Propel it at your
foes for Smashing Damage. You can create a very powerful Gravitational Singularity. The
Singularity will engage your foes, assaulting them with various gravity powers. Any foes that
attempt to approach the Singularity will be violently hurled away. The Singularity cannot be
healed, but it is highly resistant to all forms of damage and nearly impervious to Controlling
type powers. Though it cannot be healed, the Singularity may have its health Regeneration
increased normally. It is virtually immune to Toxic and Psionic damage and highly resistant to
all other types. You can open a gravitational Wormhole behind a targeted foe and violently push
him, and all nearby foes, through it. The victims are sent flying out the other end of the
Wormhole and are left Disoriented. You determine the location of the Wormhole's end, and can
place it high in the air if desired. More powerful foes may be resistant to the Wormhole effects.
This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Overview [ edit edit
source ] Contents. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Contents 1 Overview 2 Power Tables 2. Gravity Distortion. Crushing
Field. Dimension Shift. Targeted AoE, Foe Intangibility. Gravity Distortion Field. Targeted AoE,
Foe Hold. Ranged foe teleport, Foe disorient, knockback. Summon Singularity. Minimum Level.
Foe: Immobilize, -Fly, -Speed. Enhance Slow. Reduce Endurance Cost. Enhance Range.
Increase Attack Rate. Enhance Immobilization Duration. Enhance Damage. Enhance Accuracy.
Set Categories. Slow Movement, Immobilize, Ranged Damage. Dominator Archetype Sets.
Ascendency of the Dominator. Enhance Intangibility Duration. Enhance Hold Duration. Holds,
Slow Movement, Ranged Damage. Enhance Knockback Distance. Lift Moderate Damage
Smashing , Knockup. Repel Knockback. Intangible You can pass through the Singularity.
Targeted AoE with Placed end point. Enhance Disorient Duration. Teleport, Knockback,
Universal Travel. So far, our understanding of how gravity affects the Universe has been limited
to observations of natural gravitational fields created by distant stars and planets. In fact,
gravity is the last of the four fundamental forces that humans haven't figured out how to
produce and control. And it wouldn't require any new technology. As yet, that technology isn't
possible. But being able to produce incredibly weak gravitational fields would still be incredibly

exciting from a scientific point of view, because it would allow physicists to actively study
gravity for the first time, and really test out Einstein's general theory of relativity. It could even
lead to new technology, such as forms of communication that are based on gravity instead of
electromagnetic waves. The theoretical device he's proposed is based on large
superconducting electromagnets, like the kind currently used in the Large Hadron Collider, to
generate well-controlled and very strong magnetic fields that would allow physicists to observe
the way these magnetic fields bend spacetime. Although his claim sounds pretty out-there, it's
not too far from the realm of possibility. It's based on something called the equivalence
principle , which is at the centre of Einstein's general theory of relativity, and which states that
all types of mass and all types of energy produce and are affected by gravitational fields in the
same way. So that means electromagnetic fields can theoretically curve spacetime just like a
planet or a sun could, but the only problem is that the curves produced by anything here on
Earth are so minuscule, we can't detect them. These interferometers would work by basically
superimposing gravitational fields on top of each other so that physicists could obtain
information about them. The big problem is that an IRL device of this kind would be incredible
expensive and challenging to make. And that's a pretty big investment with only mathematical
proofs to go on. But being able to manipulate gravity the way we manipulate the three other
fundamental forces - electromagnetic, and strong and weak nuclear forces - might just be a big
enough prize to take a gamble on. Viktor Stepanovich Grebennikov employed another idea
which involved a natural lift from cavity structures in insects. A German scientist, Viktor
Schauberger , way ahead of his time was studying water vortexes. His method of propulsion
involved the implosion effect created by tornadoes. Much of the above has slipped from history.
Antigravity To many people, the term, antigravity has the same meaning as gravity control. This
is fine and somewhere between gravity and antigravity lies control. In searching for gravity
control you first discover that myths from ancient history are not just the stories of a
pre-ancient past. It becomes a conundrum when you look back to the ufo flap where everyone
thought flying saucers were antigravity vehicles carrying beings from other worlds. Probably
not but Schauberger deserves merit in the search for antigravity. Today, though there are many,
Alexander V. Frolov gets our vote for man of the hour on the quest for gravity control. Please
understand that this document far from covers the entire realm of the search for gravity control
but helps to give it an earthly base and an earlier date when deals were made in the heavens.
The oldest known earthly and heavenly flying machines were called Vimanas. From Sanskrit
texts thousands of years old comes this translation:. In the Sanskrit
Samaraanganasutraadhaara it is written: Strong and durable must the body of the Vimana be
made, like a great flying bird of light material. Inside one must put the mercury engine with its
iron heating apparatus underneath. By means of the power latent in the mercury which sets the
driving whirlwind in motion, a man sitting inside may travel a great distance in the sky. The
movements of the Vimana are such that it can vertically ascend, vertically descend, move
slanting forwards and backwards. With the help of the machines human beings can fly in the air
and heavenly beings can come down to earth. John W. Keely, discoverer of Sympathetic
Vibratory Physics , found a means of negating the effect of gravity as well as developing a form
of propulsion. In , Mr. Keely had so perfected his system that he arranged to give a
demonstration of the aerial craft to the United States War Department. In attendance at the
demonstration were a number of invited members of the press. Most astounding was the
apparent total lack of acceleration effects to Mr. Keely as he sat on the stool before the
keyboard, controlling the airship. Although the government officials were impressed, they
stated [that] they could see no use for such a complex device and so did not pursue the matter
further. Remember [that] the Wright Brothers did not demonstrate their airplane at Kittyhawk,
NC until December 17, ; seven years later! You might see it on the ground and you would never
guess that it was a flying machine. It will ascend in such currents if desired. He is attempting to
elucidate a new world view, a new cosmogony. They would no longer be, as they are in the
current view of science, something outside the system, something that must be denied to
protect the system. It is known that Einstein dismissed the existence of the aether but was it
before or after ? This lead to the building of craft that derived their power from a swirling vortex
of water. When it reached a ce
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rtain speed it was self sustaining. The powerful implosion effect literally sucked the craft in any
direction. Not gravity control but during the same time period there was The Thule. In a similar
time frame in America, TT Brown was zapping discs with huge voltage and making them levitate

at high speeds around a tether. It was rather half the formula in that without the tether it was
simply levitation without control. Alexander Frolov is a world class scientist who is hot on the
trail of antigravity. He resides in St. Petersberg, Russia and his associates cover the globe.
Again, apologies for the incompleteness of this antigravity history roundup. If you can help us
with significant additions please email: jim gravitycontrol. Gravity Control is a matter of time.
Anti-gravity technology research in electromagnetic propulsion and other technologies is under
development, and we would like to document its discovery. Antigravity, Gravity Control. Org All Rights Reserved. Frolov Resources.

